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If you are considering doing a student exchange, don’t question it, just do it. To be honest 
it real doesn’t matter where you go. To get the most out of your exchange all that matters 
is that you are an outgoing and open minded person who is willing to take yourself out of 
your own comfort zone, it’s simple. Studying overseas opened up so many opportunities 
for me to travel the world, to make friends with people all over the globe and to speak a 
foreign language. Throughout the 8 months I spent overseas I travelled to 16 countries 
and I learned so much more about myself than I would have if I spent my last semester 
living in Dunedin again. You learn to be independent and value the people you have 
around you when you’re overseas as at first everything can seem very foreign to you. 
Looking back it was the best time of my life and I couldn’t recommend doing an exchange 
highly enough.!!

Applying for Exchange!!
First time round when I applied to go on an student exchange I was unsuccessful as my 
grades had dropped too low. However after a slightly better academic semester I had done 
enough to be accepted into Heidelberg University. Only 2 students from Otago were sent 
on an exchange to Heidelberg and in the summer semester of 2014 myself and my older 
brother were the 2 people selected to go (we did not plan this). Unfortunately only one 
student could receive the 400 euro per month Baden-Wurttemburg scholarship and Angus 
my older brother got it.  !!!!

Why choose Heidelberg?!!
As a German language student studying at Otago you are quite limited with your exchange 
university options but for me my decision was easy. I chose Heidelberg because the 
university offers courses to speak and study only in german and I had heard that 
Heidelberg was a very beautiful city, which it is. Heidelberg really is a student city much 
like Dunedin where there are 150,000 residents and a quarter of them are students. It also 
is fortunate that Heidelberg is located relatively central in Germany which gave me endless 
possibilities for weekend travels inside or outside of Germany. The first day I spent in 
Heidelberg I could immediately see why it was seen as such an attractive tourist 
destination. The Neckar river runs right through the city and the old ruined castle sits 
perched above the city, these are the two aspects about Heidelberg that I could never 
forget. !!



!
The Heidelberg Castle overlooking the Neckar river.!

!
The view of the Altstadt from the Heidelberg Castle.!



!!
Accommodation !!

I was extremely fortunate with my Accommodation. The University placed me in the 
Altstadt (Old city) in the Europa Haus 2 building which is right in the middle of town. It was 
great I had my own room which came with it’s own bathroom, fridge, bed, desk and 
kitchen. Since I was placed in the Altstadt I didn’t need to get a 135 euro semester bus 
pass as I was within 15 minute walking distance of class and 2 minutes from town. I 
believe the whole accommodation process is random but my brother told me later that he 
had stated on the application form he would like to be in Europa Haus 2, which he was 
also placed in. To be honest I couldn’t believe how good I got it. For the 4 months I stayed 
in the room I paid 224 euro per month ($360NZD) and we did not need to pay for power 
either, brilliant. The building is made up of about 60 rooms and mostly students. I had a 
couple of great neighbours, a dutch guy and a german girl who I only spoke german with, 
this really made me feel at ease with the language while abroad. My advice is definitely to 
write down that you have a preference to be in an Europa Haus otherwise you can get 
placed in a room out in Neuenheimerfeld 20-30min bike ride out of town. I would happily 
spend another semester living in Europa Haus 2.!

My Room in Europa Haus 2                         Myself front right and my Europa Haus Friends!!!
University Life!!

Before arriving in Heidelberg I had learned German for 8 years so I wasn’t too nervous 
about the language. At Heidelberg I took 4 papers (30ECTS points) for my exchange. My 
preparatory german language intensive course began within a week of my arrival in 
Heidelberg. As an international student there is an option to take a preparatory intensive 
German language course which I did take. This was hugely beneficial for me as not only 
did I learn a lot of german and get 8 ECTS points for it but I also met a lot of the other 
exchange students. The whole course ran from 9am - 1pm monday to friday and took 4 
weeks. The teacher took the roll so attendance was compulsory. By the end of the course I 
had made friends with a lot of the other students and I was confident with my German. All 
students then got a 2 week break before University classes started. This gave me a great 
opportunity to travel and I ended up doing a road trip with some class mates down in the 
south of Germany. !



!
Myself, Jeppe and Angus: Hiking across the German & Austrian border.!!

When we enrolled for the courses at the university I needed to take 3 B2 level german 
courses to fulfil my German Diploma. After several timetable clashes I ended up taking 
Kreativ Schreiben B2, Deustche Kurs B2 and Wirtschaft Deutsch B2/C1. All of these 
courses were taught in German in the afternoons and were in the same building located in 
the Max Weber Haus. Again all the courses required mandatory attendance (we could only 
miss 3 classes per course). This meant when I went travelling in the weekend I would use 
an absence to spend a 4 day weekend abroad. The courses themselves were very 
different to one another. For example my Kreativ Schreiben course was probably the 
easiest course I took at university. Every lesson it required the students to write creative 
stories and then we would read them out. At the end of this course we all designed a 
couple of postcards each and that was it, no exam. Comparatively I took Wirtschaft 
Deustch (German Economics) which was extremely challenging. It was an advanced C1 
level german course. I learned a lot in this class as the teacher was very inclusive with all 
the students and we were all engaged in the group discussions. For me the best way to 
learn german is to first listen and then secondly regurgitate what was said. At the end of 
the exchange I was happy that I did really test my german with an advanced course and 
not just take all the easiest papers. !!!!!!!!!



!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!
My B2 Deustch Klass at the Max Weber Haus.!!

Money & Food & Drink!!
Personally while I was on exchange I had the attitude that if I wanted to do something I 
would do it and not worry about the money spent. Saying this, as a student you would 
need around 10,000 NZD saved up at least for a fun and adventurous semester abroad. I 
ended up living relatively cheaply throughout the week in Heidelberg spending minimal 
amounts of money by doing a $30nzd shop at the start of the week and living off eggs, 
bread, cereal and pasta bake meals which were very cheap to buy. If you don’t enjoy 
cooking the student mensa would provide a wide range of relatively cheap meals based on 
the weight of your dish that you would have for lunch and dinner. At the start we would eat 
there every day just because it was so social and was easy to meet up there after classes. 
Eventually I got a bit sick of eating there. Since no-one likes eating alone, my brother and I 
started a monday night Burrito club, although we didn’t always cook burritos. It was really 
fun, we would invite people round to our places and cook for 5 or 6 other people and in 
turn the others would bring a bottle of wine each. Later on other people would cook for us 
too, it really was a day-maker. One real highlight of living in Heidelberg was how cheap the 
alcohol was. I would pick up 6 x 0.5L nice german beers on the main street for $6nzd. 
Wine would range from $2 - $8nzd depending on the quality. This made for a plenty of 
eventful shindigs. In turn I would spend a lot of my money on the weekend travels. 
Booking travel plans in advance was key to getting the best bang for your buck. I bought a 
Deustche Bahn 25 % discount rail card which costed me 25 euro (40nzd) for a years worth 
of travel. I made my money back after 2 trips. !! !!!!



Our final shared dinner on a Monday night Burrito Club - I cooked Spag Bol instead.!!!
Visa & Administrative work !!

Possibly the most difficult and frustrating thing about doing an exchange semester abroad 
was sorting out the Visa. Several times I went to the Burgermeister to only find out I had 
forgotten one minor document. The lines can be very long and also the opening hours vary 
every day. The lady behind the desk will give you a form with all the required documents 
on it, so really its just a process of ticking them off. As a New Zealander you have 90 days 
to get your student Visa sorted which is plenty of time, so do not stress too much about it. 
Although Germany is a world leader in todays economy, they are very much still in the 
stone age when it comes to using the internet to sign up and register for courses and such. 
The student services do not talk to the exchange advisors and the exchange advisors do 
not talk to the Professors. You really have to fill out the same form at every place you go 
to. Just beware that you have to talk to contact everybody separately as they will not 
contact them for you as it happens in Otago. The whole process of signing up for courses, 
opening up bank an account and paying rent can be a very tedious task but that’s really all 
you have to do. !! !!!!



!
Travels!!

As a kiwi our time overseas is always going to limited. I managed to travel away almost 
weekend, whether it be to Barcelona or to Munich. I think it really is our mindset as New 
Zealanders just to try and do everything we can while we are overseas. Since Germany is 
situated right in the heart of Europe you really are spoilt for choices when it comes to 
finding your travel destinations. Whether you wish to travel by train bus or plane, there will 
always be a reasonable deal. There are many cheap airlines such as Ryan air who offer 
$50 return flights for particular weekends. A real highlight was buying blind flights ($100nzd 
return) for a weekend with German Wings and they choose your travel destination for you. 
We flew to Brussels that occasion it was a real thrill. You just have got to be smart about it. 
As a German exchange student I thought it would be necessary to get my hands on some 
Lederhosen which was expensive but a great buy. I ended attending Fruhlingsfest in 
Stuttgart and also Oktoberfest in Munich. Both were great experiences. After my exchange 
semester I had 3 months free to backpack around Europe which was incredible. Altogether 
I passed through 16 countries round Europe and met some amazing people on the way. !

German friend Timo, Older Brother Angus, Hannah, Henry at Oktoberfest in Munich.!

Angus and I plus our 3 Chilean friends after booking blind flights; our travel destination 
was Brussels, Belgium.!



The Exchange as a whole!!
I can only look back at this exchange with fond memories. Learning the native German 
tongue was especially satisfactory for me. Balancing study with travel was in no way easy 
to do but with plenty of preparation it is manageable and the world really is your oyster. 
After completing my studies, backpacking in August, September and October was a real 
eye opening experience. During this time I met up with lots of Otago students at a Music 
Festival in Budapest which only be described as the best week of my life. Yacht Week in 
Croatia was again another unbelievable experience. But all of these good times could not 
have been without sacrifice. Getting my GPA to the adequate level was a real challenge for 
me, but I got there in the end. Obviously raising the money for the exchange was no easy 
task. I worked very hard throughout summer to save up enough money to fund my trip. 
Spent the lot of it, but in no way do I regret doing it. I can highly recommend Heidelberg as 
a student exchange university. The Exchange experience as a whole is a time of my life I 
will only dream of doing again. Truly was the best time of my life.!

!
The International Exchange Students studying in Heidelberg for the Summer Semester 

2014.


